Redox-gradient driven electron transport in a mixed community anodic biofilm.
Here, we describe the long-distance (multi-cell-length) extracellular electron transport (LD-EET) that occurs in an anode-grown mixed community biofilm (MCB) enriched from river sediment that contains 3%-45% Geobacter spp. High signal-to-noise temperature-dependent electrochemical gating measurements (EGM) using interdigitated microelectrode arrays reveal a peak-shaped electrical conductivity vs. potential dependency, indicating MCB acts as a redox conductor, similar to pure culture anode-grown Geobacter sulfurreducens biofilms (GSB). EGM also reveal that the maximum sustained rate of LD-EET in MCB is comparable to GSB, and the same whether under acetate-oxidizing or acetate-free conditions. Voltammetry indicated that MCB possesses 3- to 5-fold less electrode-accessible redox cofactors than GSB, suggesting that MCB may be more efficiently organized than GSB for LD-EET or that a small portion of electrode accessible redox cofactors of GSB are involved in LD-EET. The activation energy for LD-EET (0.11 ± 0.01 eV) was comparable to GSB, consistent with the possible role of c-type cytochromes as LD-EET cofactors, detected in abundance by confocal resonance Raman microscopy. Taken together, the results demonstrate LD-EET for a mixed community anode-grown microbial biofilm that is remarkably similar to GSB even though it contains many different types of microorganisms and appears to utilize far fewer EET redox cofactors.